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     Members of the Validation Team: 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2.  Narrative Description of the Discipline, Department or Program:   

 
Please provide a mission statement or a brief general statement of the primary goals and  
objectives of the discipline, department or program.  Include any unique characteristics,  
degrees and certificates the program or department currently offers, concerns or trends  
affecting the discipline, department or program, and a description of how the discipline, department or 
program aligns with the college mission statement.     
 
MISSION STATEMENT: The Landscape Horticulture Department’s mission is to help students attain 
knowledge, skills, and broad-based outlooks needed to succeed as professionals, as stewards of the land, and as 
responsible citizens. To accomplish these goals the department provides open access to educational programs, 
support services, and community outreach in a rigorous, diverse, and culturally rich learning environment. 
 
NARRATIVE: The Landscape Horticulture Department, one of the largest horticultural facilities and programs 
in Northern California, offers a comprehensive vocational education program. The Landscape Horticulture 
Department was one of the original departments when the Merritt College opened in 1965 on the old Grove 
Street campus. Landscape Horticulture (formerly called Ornamental Horticulture) is a broad field concerned 
with the design, production, care, sale, installation, and use of edible and landscape plants. Our focus is on low-
impact design, sustainability, conservation of our natural resources, ecological awareness, solid design 
principles, workforce development, and serving our community in broad and meaningful ways. 
 
Our department currently offers 12 degrees and certificates: 
-AA in Landscape Architecture 
-AS in Landscape design and Construction 
-AS in Nursery Management 
-AS in Parks and Maintenance 
-Basic Landscape Horticulture Certificate 
-Permaculture Design Certificate of Proficiency 
-Intermediate Landscape Design and Construction Certificate of Achievement 
-Intermediate Nursery Management Certificate of Achievement 
-Intermediate Parks and Maintenance Certificate of Achievement 
-Advanced Landscape Design and Construction Certificate of Achievement 
-Advanced Nursery Management Certificate of Achievement 
-Advanced Parks and Maintenance Certificate of Achievement 
 
Our curriculum and awards offerings are the most extensive of any community college in the Bay Area. Our 
recent Landscape Architecture degree is one of only 5 in the state, and the only one in the state to come directly 
out of a Horticulture program as opposed to a (building) architecture program. Plus, most of the other existing 
LA programs are stalling or inactive and unable to graduate students. Our AA in LA degree provides the 
educational credit necessary for students to take the Landscape Architecture Licensing Exam (LARE), a 
privilege limited mostly to students with 4 year or graduate degrees. We now have nearly 20 students and recent 
graduates now working in LA offices, all since our degree went live in 2012. 
 
Our Permaculture Design Certificate is the only one of it’s kind in the country. This program has not only made 
this fast-emerging field accessible to thousands of students since 2002, it has helped us cultivate over an acre of 
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previously unused land on steep terrain at our department. The Permaculture Hill as we call it is unique in the 
Bay Area, and hundreds of people come to visit it each year as part of tours, or just by dropping in.  
 
The fields of landscape horticulture and landscape architecture are undergoing a dramatic, generational change, 
from the traditional approach of growing and arranging plants to a much wider and more comprehensive focus 
on sustainability and low-impact design (LID). Emerging trends in our profession include increased awareness 
of regional (local) influences and conditions, water management (including groundwater recharge, water 
quality, runoff mitigation), habitat protection, soil protection, xerophytic plants, local materials, low embedded 
energy strategies, microclimate control, solar access, edible landscapes, and environmental stewardship. These 
trends are now defining the cutting edge of our field, and we are currently integrating them into our curriculum 
in the way of revising course outlines, adding new classes, supporting professional development for faculty, 
reconstituting our Advisory Committee, and developing our 7.5 acre facility to maximize its potential as a 
teaching laboratory and outdoor classroom.  
 
Our curriculum has attracted enrollments of around 750 students per semester in all our classes over the past 3 
years. In order to accommodate varying student needs we offer daytime, evening, and weekend courses, 
including approximately 22 unit classes per semester, and 10-12 fee based classes. We deliver course material 
in a variety of forms, including lectures, labs, field trips, guest speakers, smart classroom-based presentations, 
and more. Approximately 60% of our students (according to our student information sheets) are working in 
some capacity in the horticulture or design professions, and we maintain an active job board and provide 
employment referral service for our students. Moreover, all of our teachers and staff have professional 
experience in the subjects they teach or monitor. 
 
We look forward to expanding our outdoor nursery and propagation area, developing new growing areas for our 
Permaculture program, developing and improving our grounds to better serve students and the general public, 
building a larger classroom for our design classes, creating a study center and library to meet the needs of 
working students and those staying on campus all day, upgrading our 6 greenhouses, renovating the 
demonstration gardens and trail network throughout our 7.5 acre facility, and collaborating with Merritt’s 
Environmental Management and Technology Department to develop an advanced Urban Agroecology 
certificate and degree. To this end we have an ongoing Master Landscape Plan detailing these improvements 
and allowing us to expand in a responsible way. 
 
As a CTE program, our underlying goal is to train students for job placement, promotion, and career 
development. To this end we consult our Advisory Committee (which includes ten members from various parts 
of the horticulture and design profession) on employment trends, we maintain current data (in-house and from 
the EDD) on jobs, we regularly refer students to employers in the private, commercial and public sectors, and 
we maintain two job boards – one for businesses listing job openings and another for one-time projects – which 
our students visit on a regular basis. This past month we have been receiving over 25 calls per week from 
people needing to hire our students and graduates.  
 
Our major need at this time is for funding. We need to bump up our 50% assigned Science Technician position 
to 100%. We need to hire a 100% Landscape Groundskeeper to help sustain our numerous demonstration 
gardens, each of which is a teaching/lab tool for our students. We need to overhaul our greenhouse, develop 
paths and trails throughout our facility to improve access to our demo gardens, we need better outdoor lighting 
(we have an extensive evening program; in Fall 2015 we are offering 10 evening classes, with nearly 300 
students in attendance), we need to upgrade our tools, and purchase plants, soil, amendments and mulch on a 
regular basis. 
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Merritt College Mission Statement:  The mission of Merritt College is to enhance the quality of life in the 
communities we serve by helping students to attain knowledge, master skills, and develop the appreciation, 
attitudes and values needed to succeed and participate responsibly in a democratic society and a global 
economy.  
 
To accomplish its mission, the College provides open access to excellent instructional programs and 
comprehensive support services in a culturally-rich, caring and supportive learning environment.  
 
Our purpose is to provide opportunities for lifelong learning, contribute to the economic growth of our 
communities while assisting students to attain degrees and certificates, earn credits to transfer and develop the 
skills necessary to complete their educational goals.  
 
The Landscape Horticulture Department mission aligns with the College mission in the following ways: 

1. We offer an extensive array of classes covering nearly every aspect of horticulture and landscape design, 
with a focus on emerging and state of the art trends and practices.  

2. We offer internships to train students for professional work. 
3. We emphasize environmental stewardship, as a healthy landscape is critical to community and regional 

health. 
4. We have made significant strides in reaching underserved populations, and have a program that is 

growing significantly in ethnic diversity.  
5. We offer many ways for students to get involved beyond taking classes: our plant sale, our department 

night, our Horticulture Club, our Aesthetic Pruning Club, our volunteer program, our job board, our 
Landscape Design Forum class, and more. 

6. We offer 12 degrees and certificates in a wide variety of specialties.  
7. We offer a robust Fee Class curriculum, which not only serves general community needs and provides 

specialized training, but attracts numerous students to our program. 
8. We support the employment goals of our students with our curriculum, employer outreach, and job 

referral service.  
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3.  Curriculum: 
 
Please answer the following questions and/or insert your most recent curriculum review report (within 
the past 3 years) here.  
 
Attach the Curriculum Review Report or Answer these Questions: 

 
x Have all of your course outlines of record been updated or deactivated in the past three years?  If 

not, list the courses that still need updating and specify when your department will update each 
one, within the next three years. 
 
We will reply to this question upon receipt of information from Clifton Coleman. Note that due to 
extensive curriculum backlogs at the District Office and logjams in Curricunet, we have been unable to 
update all of our classes this past year. In response, Merritt VPI Elmer Bugg advised us to hold off on 
updating classes until the CNET logjam clears. Presently CNET is offline, and its replacement CNET 
META will not be live for several months. As a result we may be unable to update any remaining 
classes at this time.  
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x What are the discipline, department or program of study plans for curriculum improvement (i.e., 
courses or programs to be developed, enhanced, or deactivated)? 
 
• AA in Landscape Architecture: add a water management class focusing on water conservation, low 
flow irrigation, storm water management, and water retention. Continue (as on-going process) 
integrating newly emerging trends in sustainability and low-impact design into course outlines and 
program outcomes.  
 
• AS and Certificates of Achievement in Landscape Design and Construction: add water management 
class focusing on water conservation, low flow irrigation, storm water management, and water retention. 
Continue (as on-going process) integrating newly emerging trends in sustainability and low-impact 
design into course outlines and program outcomes. 
 
• Curriculum Improvement for AS and Certificates in Parks and Maintenance: 
-Plant ID and Turf Management classes: Add new xerophytic cultivars to our plant databases 
-Soil class: add water retention management techniques 
-Arboriculture class:  introduce ongoing research from peer reviewed journal articles about trees, urban 
forestry, and tree management. 
-Develop Certificate in Arboriculture, to assist students getting jobs and professional certification. 
- We are coordinating with local industries to develop and host trade workshops with tree companies in 
the region. 

 
• Curriculum (and related) Improvement for AS and Certificates in Nursery Management: 
 -integrate water conservation in plant production and nursery management classes 
-major long-term improvements in the greenhouse (we use the greenhouses in labs) 
-major long term improvements to our propagation and nursery facilities (we use these in labs) 
-instigating nursery internships during the course of the school year summer 
 
• Curriculum improvements in Permaculture: 
-create Intermediate (30 units) and Advanced (40 units) Certificates, and an AS degree, in Permaculture 

 
x Please list your degrees and/or certificates.  Can any of these degrees and/or certificates be 

completed through Distance Education (50% or more of the course online)?  Which degree or 
certificate? 
  

-AA in Landscape Architecture 
-AS in Landscape design and Construction 
-AS in Nursery Management 
-AS in Parks and Maintenance 
-Basic Landscape Horticulture Certificate 
-Permaculture Design Certificate of Proficiency 
-Intermediate Landscape Design and Construction Certificate of Achievement 
-Intermediate Nursery Management Certificate of Achievement 
-Intermediate Parks and Maintenance Certificate of Achievement 
-Advanced Landscape Design and Construction Certificate of Achievement 
-Advanced Nursery Management Certificate of Achievement 
-Advanced Parks and Maintenance Certificate of Achievement 
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All of the above degree and certificate programs require significant in-class and in-field labs, student-
teacher interactions, and direct observation of physical sites. For this reason we are not able to offer these 
programs through Distance Education.  

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4.  Assessment: 
 
Please answer the following questions and attach the TaskStream “At a Glance” report for your 
discipline, department, or program for the past three years.  Please review the “At a Glance” reports and 
answer the following questions. 
 

 
Above: LANHT Taskstream “At A Glance” report: courses, SLOs, 12-13, 13-14, and 14-15 Cycles, pt 1 
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Above: LANHT Taskstream “At A Glance” report: courses, SLOs, 12-13, 13-14, and 14-15 Cycles, pt 2 

 
Questions: 
 

x How does your discipline, department or program ensure that students are aware of the learning 
outcomes of the courses and instructional programs in which they are enrolled?  Where are your 
discipline, department or program course and program SLOs published?  (For example: syllabi, 
catalog, department website, etc.  If they are on a website, please include a live link to the page 
where they can be found) 

 
1. We have meetings each semester to insure that instructor know how to write and submit SLOs, and 

assess courses in Taskstream.  
2. We have a yearly “Department Night” (2+ hour event) where we introduce students to our staff and 

faculty, and inform students of our program offerings. 
3. We publish an “in-house” booklet listing all degree and certificate options, and leave copies for 

pickup in the foyer of our facility. 
4. We post our department degrees, certificates and course information on our website: 

http://merrittlandhort.com. 
5. Every instructor in our department includes his/her SLOs on their syllabus. We collect all syllabi and 

post them for students to read.  
 

x Briefly describe at least three of the most significant changes/improvements your discipline, 
department or program made in the past three years as a response to course and program 
assessment results.  Please state the course number or program name and assessment cycle (year) 
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for each example and attach the data from the “Status Report” section of TaskStream for these 
findings. 
 
Improvement 1. Meadow development. In this project the Landscape Horticulture Department used 
funds (approximately $30,000) we generated from our Plant Sales to execute phase one of our plants to 
develop 8,000 sq ft area just west of our nursery/propagation area into a student/college/community 
gathering area. We are using this area for demonstration gardens, projects for Permaculture, Natural 
Building, Construction, Irrigation, Turfgrass, Landscape design, and Plant ID classes, improved utility 
vehicle access, and social space for department, College and community events (graduation, department 
meetings, our plant sale, Parks and rec field days, Child Development tours, Oakland school visits, and 
more). Our students were actively engaged in the design and construction of this project, and graphics 
below illustrate how the improvements align with our LANHT8 Turfgrass class. Here are details: 
 
LANHT8, Turfgrass: the Action Plan below demonstrates the need to introduce students to new drought 
tolerant turf cultivars. The meadow project did just that: Delta Bluegrass donated approximately 3,000 
sq ft of a xerophytic grass species for the meadow, and the LANHT8 students installed it.  
 

 
 

Improvement two: Aligning professional office practices with curriculum for students in the AA in 
Landscape Architecture program. For students to get jobs in landscape architecture offices they need to 
become versed in design process, the steps a designer takes from initial objectives to an installed plan. 
These steps include program development, base map production, site analysis, conceptual design, 
landscape preliminary plan, and construction documentation and observation. 
 
The LANHT 18A Action Plan below describes the design process that is at the foundation of the class 
(and in fact all the design classes in the degree program) that mimics professional versions. LANHT18A 
covers all the steps except that last two, which are covered in LANHT14 (Landscape Construction).  
 
Presently (and as stated above), our department has nearly 20 students with recent work experience in 
landscape architecture offices as a direct result of our program. They report back to us that the processes 
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we follow align closely with those they encounter at work, and that their exposure to these steps has 
resulted in job offers, promotions, and general improvements to their work. 
 
The 2012-13 LANHT18A Action Plan below provides details of this improvement.  
 

 
 
Improvement three: Expansion of our Landscape Design Forum (LANHT210ABC) class. Our 
Landscape Design Forum class is unique in Horticulture and Design Programs throughout the state. The 
class forms a bridge between our department and the professional world. Every week we feature a 
different topic or speaker on a subject of relevance to designers, parks and rec workers, public and 
private gardeners, nursery workers and managers, permaculturists, and more. 
 
Previously to 2013 the class focused mainly of landscape design, construction and irrigation topics. 
Since 2013 Chris Grampp and Laura Forlin have co-taught the class, and due to their different 
backgrounds, experience and expertise have introduced a much wider range of topics and speakers: in 
addition to design issues we feature presentations on arboriculture, plant ID, the nursery industry, 
landscape maintenance, food justice, and much, much more.  As a result the class now attracts a large 
number of students and guest audience members at each session. Here is a selected topics we have 
covered since 2007 (the class began in 2003): 
 
Attorney and mediator Kathy Freistadt 
Robert Betsch, lighting consultant  
Landscape contractor Loren McIrvin of Allied Landscape Services  
Landscape designer Lorraine Edel on “business sense.” 
Lary Huls: blind deck fasteners 
Garden design for small property and low budget 
DVD: "Phoenix: The Urban Desert." 
Lori Palmquist : contemporary issues in irrigation. 
Mary Fisher: getting started (or restarted) as a landscape designer   
Crystal Chu, Feng Shui expert  
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Linda Walker, an experienced and successful business consultant 
Cost estimating 
Licensing session 
Sketchup Pro demo 
Paving Materials 
Shirley Watts projects 
Power tool safety 
Immigration forum 
Mrs. Dalloway’s garden bookstore visit 
Megan Sallabedra of Habitat for Humanity  
Topher Delany guest speaker 
"Stone Rising” film about Vermont wall builder Dan Snow. 
Surviving the recession 
Cynthia Tanyan roof garden 
Scott Sommerfeld EBMUD 
Talking to clients about costs 
Garden gates 
Timber Press rep 
Plantfile demo 
Kim Titus: water catchment  
Plantmaster Demo 
DVD: Social Life of Small Urban Spaces 
DVD: The Man Who Planted Trees 
Barry Friesen: How much technical info does a designer need? 
Living Walls (Jennifer Kearney) 
Sketchup Pro 7 demo 
Greywater systems 
Vectorworks demo 
APLD session on design principles 
Bamboo Pipeline profile 
Frank and Grossman profile (Landscape Contractors) 
Decking Materials (L Huls) 
WELO roundtable 
DVD: “The Garden” (Los Angeles allotment garden) 
Chris: Plan to Perspective drawing session 
Mistakes in the Line of Work 
Devil Mountain Nursery reps 
Bernardo Lopez profile 
Cost Estimating 2010 
Bay Friendly Landscaping 
APLD: Models for a Successful Landscaping Business 
Orinda Park design 
DVD: Visual Acoustics 
Linda gates: Licensing Law forum 
Difficult designer-client-contractor interactions 
Chris: Designs in History 
Kim Titus: LED lighting 
Designer Profiles: Isabel Robertson, Sue Miller, Josh Kemp, and Jeannie Fitch. 
Rachel Kraai: Low Impact Design 
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MaryAnn Nardo: butterfly and orchid paintings  
Lori Palmquist: WELO program and RainCad demo 
Chip Sullivan: drawing 
Chris: What Do I Do Now: difficult situations in business 
DVD: A Man Named Pearl 
Chris G: Vernacular Gardens 
Chris: Proportional Drawing 1 
Chris: Proportional Drawing 2 
Michael Bollinger: Landscape of Madagascar  
Butterfly Forum 
Plant Pix demo 
Landscape Design and Contracting: hobby or profession? 
Chris: AA in LA degree rollout 
Planometric magic (Chris) 
Stephanie Lin: Urban Farm design 
Organic Mechanics profile 
Chris: Elevation to Perspective 
Panel: Setting Fees (how to charge) 
Chris: Cost Estimating 2012 
Chris: Why we do what we do 
Chris: Keeping a designer Sketchbook 
Troy McGregor and the Markham Arboretum 
Cheryl Miller, Diablo Firesafe Council 
Steve Capper: pond design 
Chris: drawing gardens changing over time 
Kim Titus: LED lighting, water catchment 
DVD:  Watershed: Exploring A New Water Ethic for the West 
Ed Brennan: What designers need to know about soil  
John Russell: Watersprout  (water catchment) 
7 rules of landscape perspective drawings (Chris) 
Pam Pierce: Wildly Successful Plants 
Ruth Bancroft Garden reps 
Laura Henry: Website design for landscape professionals 
Christine Hawkins: Water Management Specialist (Ewing) 
Paul Cowley: Potomac Waterworks profile 
Christopher Shein: Permaculture book reading 
Stew Winchester profile 
WOOFing (Kendra Sutherland) 
Lori Palmquist: water conservation apps 
Shirley Watts: Natural Discourse: Culture and Cultivation 
Uma Maedke: Business Consultant 
Chris: Evaluating Landscape Construction Failures 
Chris: books that have influenced us 
Animal Management 
Rock Placement 
Insurance for landscape professionals 
Bee Keeping 
Urban Food Systems 
Business Applications (IT) 
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Estate Management 
Delta Bluegrass: xerophytic turf options 
Schoolyard gardens 

 
These sessions expose students to numerous aspects of the horticulture and design profession, and cover 
details that would be very difficult if not impossible to include in individual classes. The Association of 
Professional Landscape Designers (APLD), provides ongoing educational credits for members who take 
this class. And many students report getting work from Forum speakers. The LANHT210ABC Action 
plan below demonstrates the bridge the class forms between school and work, and its alignment with our 
mission of helping students establish careers.   
 

 
 
 

x Briefly describe three of the most significant examples of your discipline, department or program  
plans for course and /or program level improvement for the next three years as result of what you 
learned during the assessment process.  Please state the course number or program name and 
attach the data from the “Assessment Findings and Action Plan” section for each example. 

 
The landscape horticulture profession is currently undergoing a dramatic shift towards sustainable and 
low impact design (LID) strategies, in order to serve the goals of environmental protection and 
stewardship, water and energy conservation, and protecting natural habitats (among other goals). In 
order to stay current with these trends, our department is developing new/updated curriculum focusing 
on sustainable and LID practices. Here are three examples: 
 
1. Water management. The Action Plan below addresses the prepare students to manage water use on a 
site. The previously described meadow project provided students with the opportunity to design and 
installed a Hunter MP Rotator low-flow irrigation system for the meadow (this system uses recent 
water-savings technology to match equipment precipitation rates with soil infiltration rates and plant 
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water requirements). Along the same lines we are currently developing a new water management class, 
most likely applicable to all of our programs, focusing on groundwater recharge, on-site water retention, 
rain gardens and bioswales, water quality, runoff mitigation, riparian plant and animal habitats, and 
water-use calculations. The LANHT18A 2012-13 Action Plan demonstrates this direction in one (of 
many) classes in our curriculum.  
 

 
 

• Ecological Awareness. In order to promote landscape sustainability and LID practices, students need to 
understand the role of nature and ecology in supporting plant communities. We are focusing our  
LANHT5A California Native Plant ID and Culture class to go beyond the identification and description 
of individual species, and include an understanding of the communities in which they can be found, 
particularly in designed environments. The result is a greater understanding of the natural ecology of 
California. This approach is a critical part of the emerging ecological focus in landscape horticulture, 
and also to the values and practice of ecological stewardship, especially in the face of the current 
drought and its long-term implications. 
 
The 2013-14 LANHT Assessment and Action Plans below demonstrates the above approach in our 
curriculum.  
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• Landscape Architecture Program. This recently-launched program (2012) places heavy emphasis on 
sustainable and low impact design, trends that are defining the profession in recent years. The 
Ecological Outcome and Action Plans (from the 2012-13 program review) in the screen shots below 
demonstrate that the role of ecology and natural systems is a key part of this program. 
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x Describe how assessment results for Distance Education courses and/or programs compare to the 
results for the corresponding face-to-face classes.   
 
Not Applicable (we have no Distance Ed classes).  

 
x Describe assessment results for courses with multiple sections.  Are there similar results in each 

section? 
 

We have two classes with multiple sections which are part of our Permaculture Design program: 
LANHT28ABCD (Permaculture) and LANHT45ABC (Mushroom cultivation). Both these classes have 
been running for some time (28 since 2002 and 45 since 2007), and both have experienced solid 
enrollments every semester.  
 
Assessments show that multiple sections in the Permaculture class work well for two main reasons. One 
is that the class puts a heavy emphasis on small group projects, allowing students in advanced sections 
to take on projects and tasks different from those students in the beginning section. Secondly, the class 
labs focus on work on our 1.5 acre permaculture hill, which the class has developed from a barren 
hillside into a lush edible and sustainable landscape. This site is sufficiently large and diverse to provide 
beginning and advanced sections with projects aligned with their objectives. See 2012-13 LANHT28 
Assessment below: 
 

 
 

The LANHT45ABC multiple sections are successful for similar reasons. The subject matter is 
sufficiently diverse to allow students to work on projects specific to their section designation. Secondly, 
the class labs focus on work on our 1500 sq ft Mushroom Hill woodland site. This site is sufficiently 
large and diverse to provide beginning and advanced sections with projects aligned with their objectives. 
See Assessment screenshot from the 2014-15 cycle below.  
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Describe your discipline, department or program participation in assessment of institutional level 
outcomes (ILOs). 

 
Our department has been a strong presence on the College Educational Master Planning Committee 
(CEMPC). This committee, composed of the VP of Instruction, Deans, Faculty, Staff, and students reps, 
is at the forefront of developing and evaluating the Merritt College mission statement, strategic goals, 
and ILOs. Over the past several years Landscape Horticulture participants include: 
-Chris Grampp (Department Chair and Faculty): 2010-2014, co0chair 2013-14. 
-Molly Sealund (Program Coordinator and Grounds Manager): 2013-present 
-Maril N. Bull (Staff assistant): 2014-present 
-Janet Zepel (Staff assistant, retired): 2009-2014 
 
Two members of our faculty (Lawrence Lee and Laura Forlin) are on the Student Learning Outcome and 
Assessment Committee (SLOAC). SLOAC helps college faculty and staff to align course, program and 
institutional outcomes.  
 
Landscape Horticulture faculty and staff have also been active in Accreditation. Department Chair Chris 
Grampp was the lead committee member for the Standard One evidence collection team in 2013-14. 
Standard One primarily addressed College ILOs. Molly Sealund was also on this committee. Chris 
Grampp was also on the 2012-13 Accreditation Committee, handling success, retention, and awards data 
collection and interpretation, factors intimately related to ILOs.  

  
x How are your course and/or program level outcomes aligned with the institutional level outcomes?  

Please describe and attach the “Goal Alignment Summary” from TaskStream. 
 
 Please refer to the charts below for program/ILO alignment. 
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Narrative:  
 
-Communication: The Landscape Horticulture program is committed to promoting clear and precise verbal, 
oral, and graphic communication among instructors and staff, between students, and in the classroom. It is our 
goal to understand our audiences, be sensitive to the greater context and implications of inter-personal 
exchanges, and stay focused on the overall purpose of each communication. We strive to attain this goal in our 
classes through the use of written essays, oral presentations, graphic products, class discussions and debates, 
internet groups, and assigning state-of-the-art readings. 
 
-Critical thinking: The Landscape Horticulture program is committed to promoting clear critical thinking and 
problem solving as necessary and required parts of our curriculum, and our day-to-day operations. We are 
similarly committed to helping empower our students to develop creative and practical approaches and solutions 
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to the issues they will face as professionals and citizens. We strive to attain this goal through incorporating 
critical thinking exercises and techniques in each of our classes, through active classroom discussions, and 
through addressing the issues that arise in our field with a national and global perspective. Topics might include 
embedded energy costs of imported materials, water management and budget strategies, sustainable planting 
and harvesting strategies, and the environmental impacts of materials and plants in landscape design. 
 
-Quantitative Reasoning: The Landscape Horticulture program is committed to promoting college-level 
mathematical and logical reasoning in our courses, and to empower our students to develop theories and reach 
empirical conclusions. We do this through the use of chemistry calculations in our Soils classes, trigonometry 
and geometry in Design classes, hydraulic calculations in Irrigation classes, structural calculations in 
Construction classes, and more. 
 
-Cultural Awareness: The Landscape Horticulture program is committed to promoting cultural awareness in our 
classes, and recognizing the importance of diversity in our department, in our professional, and in the make up 
of our cites, state and country. We do this by studying past and present landscapes in our Garden History class, 
by exploring the links between culture and landscape in Design classes, by visiting urban, rural, and natural 
areas to study the interaction of people and place in our Field Studies classes, and by recognizing the cultural 
history and value of plants worldwide in our Introduction and ID classes.   
 
-Civic Engagement and Ethics: The landscape horticulture program is committed to promoting responsible 
citizenship and ethics as key parts of our curriculum. We do this in all our classes by covering laws, codes, 
licensing, and professional ethics, by promoting ecologically sustainable principles, by stressing the value of 
environmental stewardship, by undertaking community outreach programs, by taking on design work for 
underfunded public institutions, and by forming liaisons with public agencies (parks, EBMUD). 
 
-Information and Computer Literacy: The landscape horticulture program is committed to promoting 
information technology as a key ingredient in learning, professional life, and citizenship. We do this by 
incorporating smart classroom technology in each of our classrooms, by teaching CAD programs (Vectorworks 
and Sketchup), by using the Web as a learning resource, by providing Internet access to our facility, by forming 
Yahoo groups to allow students, staff, and instructors to stay connected, and by inviting software vendors to 
demonstrate new programs. 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. Instruction: 
 

x Describe effective and innovative strategies used by faculty to involve students in the learning 
process. 

 
Our instructors use a wide range of teaching methods and techniques to involve students in the learning 
process, including lectures, oral reports, tests, cooperative learning exercises, slide shows, document camera 
presentations, labs, guest speakers, field trips, community outreach projects, building projects and planting 
workshops on our 7.5 acre grounds, pruning demonstrations and labs, model making, graphic and verbal 
reports, seminars and discussions, webcasts, and more. Our grounds management staff works with the 
instructors during labs, demonstrating tool and equipment operations, cultivation, planting, and fertilizing 
methods, pruning techniques, propagation, and other tasks essential to a horticulture education. 
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We have established these teaching methods after nearly 40 years experience as a department. Our three 
full-time faculty members have a cumulative 80 years of work experience, and our part-time instructors 
(around 15-20) share 300+ years of cumulative experience. In addition, we regularly update our course 
outlines, copies of which are kept by the department, the office of instruction, and by the articulation 
officer.  The course outlines reflect the requirements of transfer institutions and are frequently reviewed by 
the department staff for relevancy.  Their currency is reflected in our up-to-date texts, readers, databases and 
audio-visual materials, which we also coordinate with other schools. 
 
Here are some highlights:  
 
Many of our classes are split between lecture (instructor presents material to class) and labs (students work 
with the information as individuals and in groups). The great majority of our part-time faculty currently 
work in the landscape profession, and are thus able to create lab projects that speak directly to skills and 
techniques used in the field. For example, our LH14 Landscape Construction students, supervised by a 
licensed C-27 Landscape Contractor, have built arbors, fences, decks, patios, retaining walls, and stairs on 
the Landscape Horticulture grounds. Our Natural Building students have created outdoor ovens, green roofs, 
potting sheds, and walls made of recycled materials. Our Introduction to Horticulture students have planted 
extensive parts of our grounds with trees, shrubs, vines, and groundcovers. Our Pruning and Arboriculture 
students have pruned hundreds of trees on our grounds, and for public enterprises such as the Oakland Zoo, 
the Dunsmuir Estate, the Lake Merritt Garden Center, and the Women’s Cancer Resource Center. Our 
Community Gardening Class maintains 14 beds of vegetables where the students learn to grow seasonally 
appropriate vegetables, and donates all produce to local churches, shelters and homes. 
 
Our plant identification classes make extensive use of web data on plant culture, visual characteristics, 
places of origin, commercial availability, and more. Such data has grown enormously in the past five years, 
and allows students to stay current with the latest nursery innovations and introductions. 
 
Our faculty members regularly bring in guest speakers from the landscape industry to address a wide range 
of topics. For example, in LH210 (Landscape Design Forum), speakers in the past five years have included 
a member of the Californian Landscape Technical Committee (supervises professional licensing), the 
marketing director of Bamboo Pipeline (a large plant supply and delivery service), the owners of the 
Computer Plant Database software Plant Master, the manager of the Urban Farmer (supplies site work 
materials), the owners of several large landscape contracting firms, Association of Professional Landscape 
Designers (APLD) presidents, experts on California’s new Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (WELO), 
the nursery manager of the Markham Arboretum, the director of the Diablo Firesafe council, and many 
more.  
 
We have developed our own horticultural library (5,000+ books), internship programs, bonsai, pruning and 
propagation clubs, urban community gardening projects and other cooperative ventures with community 
gardens and organizations to reinforce the classroom learning experiences.  
 
All of our field and laboratory classes encourage cooperative learning in gathering data, arranging field 
walks, and group activities such as permaculture projects, plant propagation laboratory exercises, urban 
community gardening projects, landscape design exercises, planting, turf installation, and pruning projects 
in the community. 
 
Many of our course topics and formats, plant databases, slide and digital image collections, and field trip 
classes serve as models for other Bay Area horticultural programs. For example, Foothill Community 
College has created Landscape Design Forum, CAD, and Sketchup classes based directly on our model. 
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Our 7.5-acre horticulture facility has official arboretum status, with a very large accession file of plant 
materials for use in all plant material classes.  
 
All of our faculty take advantage of “smart classroom” technology such as digital images, LCD projection, 
overhead digital presenters (document cameras), DVDs, and web access. We use document cameras to 
present student work in innovative ways not seen at many colleges. Our instructors use Moodle to provide 
student access to class handouts.  We are presently not offering on-line curriculum because nearly every one 
of our classes require direct observation of plants, soil, design media, construction and irrigation materials. 
However, we are exploring ways to develop online courses once the college budget affords us more FTEF. 

 
x How has new technology been used by the discipline, department or program to improve student 

learning? 
 
We use Smart Classroom equipment and resources, and internet based source material. 
 
We make frequent use of document cameras. These extraordinary tools, which project and enlarge 8-1/2 
x 11 sheets (and smaller) onto screens,  allow everyone in the class to watch and follow along with real-
time demonstrations by the instructor 
 
We use Moodle and Drop box to share files and promote student discussions (for example, LH33 journal 
discussions – give detail) 
 
We use Internet-based resources to access site analysis information collecting in design classes: climate 
data, soil data, real-time wind (Streaklines), topography, watershed data, plant data, historical data and 
much more) 
 
We teach two Computer Assisted Design classes: LH34ABC (Vectorworks) and LH9ABC (Sketchup 
Pro/Layout). 
 
We maintain our own web page, which details not just our classes but the numerous events and 
opportunities our department offers: volunteers, internships, job announcements, fee-based classes, plant 
sale, department night.  
 
We maintain an email list from our Landscape Design Forum class enrollments, which goes out to 900+ 
members every week (past and present students, 2003 - present). We use this list to make Forum 
announcements, but also to disseminate important information to students about enrollment, department 
activities, community and off-campus education events, and more.  

 
x How does the discipline, department, or program maintain the integrity and consistency of 

academic standards with all methods of delivery, including face to face, hybrid, and Distance 
Education courses? 
 
We hand out in-house instructor evaluations for every class. The Department Chair reviews these 
evaluations with the instructors and helps develop strategies for improvement.  
 
Landscape Horticulture instructors participate in Taskstream workshops, and keep assessments up to 
date.  
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Landscape Horticulture full-time and adjunct instructors are evaluated every three years. We are 
currently up to date on our evaluations.  
 
Landscape Horticulture instructors submit their syllabi to the Division 2 Dean. We also post all syllabi 
in our office, where they are easily accessible to students.  

 
Landscape Horticulture Plant ID instructors review plant databases every year to avoid unnecessary 
overlap in course content (we have 8 plant ID classes).  
 
Our in-house web page lists all of our classes, certificate and degree programs, instructor biographies 
and contact information, enrollment procedures, maps, department events, and much more. See 
<merrittlandhort.com>. 

 
x How do you ensure that Distance Education classes have the same level of rigor as the 

corresponding face-to-face classes? 
 
Not applicable 
 
 

x Briefly discuss the enrollment trends of your discipline, department or program.  Include the 
following: 
 

o Overall enrollment trends in the past three years 
 

             
 

The chart above identifies our average enrollments, and shows numbers that have held consistently when our 
FTEF is around 5.0 or slightly higher. The 2013 dip can be explained by at least two factors:   
1. The economy was still poor in 2012, and more students enrolled in our department (as they did in the entire 
college) as a result. As conditions improved more students went back to work.  
2. The Land Hort department offered 23 sections in 2012, 21 sections in 2013 (explaining the dip – two fewer 
classes), and 25 sections in 2104 (explaining the rise). We expect enrollments to rise in 2016-17 as we add more  
sections to our program. 
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The productivity chart above is consistent with the enrollment chart in this respect: productivity was 
greater when the economy was weaker and there were more people enrolling in classes. Note also that 
our productivity is limited by class size: many of our classes (usually at least half every semester – 
around 10-12) have labs, and to insure student safety and supervision we have to limit labs to 30 people.  
 
 

          
 
Our average age distribution shows a fairly broad spread from 19-24 to 55-64. This range indicates that 
our students are not coming from a single age-related source such as high school, but rather from a much 
broader spectrum of society:   
-high school (19-24) 
-BA and graduate students returning to school to redirect their careers (25-35) 
-older students returning to school to change careers (25-55) 
-landscape professionals attending to earn degrees for job advancement and skill building (25-65) 
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Our department’s ethnic distribution, while not as diverse as we would like it to be, has increased 
considerably over the past six years. While the majority (59%) of our students describe themselves as 
white, the Excel data chart below shows a steady downward trend of whites, combined (as shown above) 
with increased non-white enrollments. It is our goal to have our student body reflect the overall ethnic 
makeup of the East Bay. Unfortunately many non-white students tell us that their parents and 
grandparents associate horticulture with low-paying field work, and encourage their children to go into 
other occupations. It is apparent to us that this perception is changing as the profession becomes more 
and more oriented towards sustainability and environmental stewardship. We are helping spread the 
word about this change with our high school outreach (Anders Vidstrand) and community gardening 
class (LANHT501), as well as in our degree and certificate curriculum and employer outreach. As a 
result we expect the department’s ethnic makeup to further diversify in the coming years.  
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The majority (55%) of our student body is female, reflecting national numbers in the field of horticulture 
and landscape design. However, this percentage is lower than most institutions. Our department chair 
Chris Grampp conducted an extensive study of gender balance in horticulture schools, garden clubs, and 
gardeners (see From Yard To Garden, Columbia College/University of Chicago Press, 2008), and found 
that the average gender ratio in landscape programs nationally is roughly 66% female and 33% male. 
We have many displaced homemakers in our program, as well as students coming from traditionally 
female occupations (nursing, retail nurseries, cooks, secretaries, for example), detailing some of the 
gender distribution. In summary, the numbers above reflect broader trends rather than causes specific to 
our department. 
 

o An explanation of student demand (or lack thereof) for specific courses. 
 
We have consistently had a high demand for our LANHT1 Introduction to Landscape 
Horticulture classes. We offer this class both day and night every semester, and always take in 
65-80 new students. These classes consistently show productivity rates between 18 (day sections 
where enrollments are limited due to labs) and 25 (evening sections). This class feeds all of our 
Certificate classes and nearly all of our degree classes.  
 
Our recent AA degree in Landscape Architecture (2012) has resulted in numerous students 
enrolling to pursue a degree in, employment in, and licensing in landscape architecture. The 
classroom for the beginning section (LANHT18A/22A), in fact, does not have enough drafting 
desks/stations for all those who enroll, and the instructor has had to bring in his own desks and 
equipment for students to use.   
 
Our LANHT28 Permaculture class has shown consistently high enrollments and productivity 
since its inception. It is the foundation class for the Permaculture Design Certificate, the only one 
at the community college level in the United States. We offer this class every semester and 
during the summer, and it always fills. We are planning to develop advanced certificates and an 
AS degree for this program as a result of the demand. 
 
Our LANHT26 Pruning class consistently generates enrollments from 45-50. These classes are 
essential to our Parks & Maintenance program, which constitutes the majority of our 
enrollments. This class is essential to students with their own gardening businesses 
 
Our Construction (LANHT14E) and Irrigation (LANHT17E) evening classes consistently 
generate enrollments in the mid to high 40s. These classes are essential to students currently 
working in the field in their own gardening and construction businesses.  
 
Our LANHT6 class has suffered from minimal enrollments in the past few years. Years ago it 
was split into fall and spring sections, and we believe this move diluted the enrollments. We are 
now offering the course less often to rebuild enrollments. 

 
 

o Productivity for the discipline, department, or program compared to the college  
      productivity rate. 
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         College productivity rate    Landscape Horticulture productivity rate 
17.24, Spring 2015      16.00 LANHT 
15.95, Fall 2015        15.29 LANHT 
  

o Salient factors, if known,  affecting the enrollment and productivity trends you  
            mention above. 
 
The data above  shows that since 2012 the productivity rates for the College and LANHT department 
have roughly paralleled one another. While the LANHT department strives to meet the target rate of 
17.50, two factors often stand in the way: 
1. The productivity rates shown on the BI Tool for some of our classes are clearly inaccurate. Our 

LANHT26 Pruning class, as of this writing, shows 51 enrolled, and a productivity rate of 7.06. Our 
LANHT28 class shows 42 enrolled, and a productivity rate of 11.81. Our LANHT5021 class shows 
34 enrolled, and a productivity rate of 8.23. Were these under-reported rates correctly stated, our 
department rate (shown as 15.29) would be well above the College rate of 15.95. 

2. Many of our classes have labs, and as a result we need to restrict class sizes to enable to instructor to 
supervise the lab work and ensure the safety of the students. Such classes include our daytime Intro 
classes, our daytime Plant ID classes, our Construction and Irrigation classes, our Arboriculture 
class, and many more. It would simply be impossible to teach these labs with high enrollments given 
safety and supervision necessities. Therefore we are compelled to restrict on lab sizes.  

 
x Are courses scheduled in a manner that meets student needs and demands?  How do you know? 
 
We offer both a day time and night time schedule, and in some cases Saturday classes. During each semester 
we do our best to avoid offering required classes during the same day/time. 
 
The three full-time instructors as well as experienced staff meet with students every week to review 
transcripts, help establish course sequences leading to graduation, and advise on course substitutions and 
waiving as appropriate to each student’s background and preparation.  
 
In some instances we are unable to offer specialty classes required for advanced certificates. In these cases 
we meet with the student to determine substitutes or independent studies, or help the students find 
equivalent courses at other Bay Area community colleges.  
 
We have many parents (especially mothers) in our classes who need to drop off their children at school in 
the morning and pick them up in the late afternoon. To respond to these students we begin most morning 
classes at 10am, and end afternoon classes around 3 or 4 pm.  
 
x Recommendations and priorities. 
 
 Our major priority is to continue to follow the above standards to insure our students a reasonably clear 
path to graduation. In this respect we face two problems: 
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1. Our specialty classes don’t always fill and face cancellation as a result. In this case students can not 
always graduate according to their own schedule. 

2. We would like to grow our programs, but in doing so we run the risk of offering too many competing 
sections, and seeing enrollments drop as a result. For example, while we have over ten plant ID classes, 
we try to only offer two, or maybe three, each semester, to keep the classes from competing with one 
another. And were we able to fill multiple ID classes in a given term, we would be limited by classroom 
space and parking at our facility. 

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. Student Success: 
 

x Describe course completion rates (% of students that earned a grade “C” or better or “Credit”) in 
the discipline, department, or program for the past three years.  Please list each course separately.  
How do the discipline, department, or  program course completion rates compare to the college 
course completion standard? 

 
College course completion standard: AS SHOWN BELOW IN SUCCESS CHART.  
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Department/discipline course completion rates:  SEE CHARTS ABOVE 

 
Discussion: 
 
The first chart (SUCCESS) compares the College success rate with the LANHT Department success 
rate, and reveals that the LANHT department has exceeded the College success rate every year except 
Summer 2014, when the two rates were identical. To the extent that success rates demonstrate that 
students are achieving their educational goals and career objectives, the LANHT department is clearly 
helping students succeed.  
 
The second chart(s) shows that the great majority of the 78 classes listed are consistent with the 
department average. Classes that fall below this average – Plant Nutrition, Computer Assisted Design, 
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and Irrigation Design, for example – tend to be classes requiring advanced math and science skills. 
While these classes are in the minority, the data suggests that we need to find ways to help some 
students acquire math and science skills. We can accomplish this goal through tutoring, special sections, 
and math/science reviews. But we will need college funding for tutors.  
 

x Describe course completion rates in the department for Distance Education courses (100% online) 
for the past three years.  Please list each course separately.  How do the department’s Distance 
Education course completion rates compare to the college course completion standard? 

 
NOT APPLICABLE; WE DON’T HAVE DISTANCE ED CLASSES 

 
x Describe course completion rates in the department for Hybrid courses for the past three years.  

Please list each course separately.  How do the department’s Hybrid course completion rates 
compare to the college course completion standard? 
 
College course completion standard ________________  

 
NOT APPLICABLE; WE DON’T HAVE HYBRID ED CLASSES. 

 
x Are there differences in course completion rates between face to face and Distance 

Education/hybrid courses?  If so, how does the discipline, department or program deal with this 
situation? 
 
NOT APPLICABLE; WE DON’T HAVE DISTANCE ED CLASSES. 

 
x Describe the discipline, department, or program retention rates (After the first census, the percent 

of students earning any grade but a “W” in a course or series of courses). for the past three years.  
How does the discipline, department, or program retention rate compare to the college retention 
standard? 

The charts below provide both an overview and a detailed view of college retention rates compared with 
Landscape Horticulture rates. Landscape Horticulture rates have held steadier than College rates, but 
both appear to be moving slightly downward. We have surveyed LANHT students and the vast majority 
cite outside work needs as the major reason for having to interrupt their education (dropping or being 
unable to complete classes for a grade, taking a leave from school). Both charts below show that as the 
economy improved from 2012 to 2015, retention rates dipped, a trend consistent with our student survey 
– due to work demands and needs students had to leave our classes.  

Preliminary analysis shows that when the economy suffers, community College enrollments rise, and 
when the economy thrives enrollments dip – especially in CTE programs. There may not be much a 
college can do to reverse this trend. This being the case, Landscape Horticulture retention rates are high.  
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Landscape Horticulture retention rates, 2012-2015, part one. 
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Landscape Horticulture retention rates, 2012-2015, part two. 

 
College retention standard: see college/department retention rate graph above  
 
Discipline, department, or program  retention  rates  

 
Year 1.  85%       

 
Year 2.  86%       
 
Year 3.  84% 
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Discussion: 
 

x What has the discipline, department, or program done to improve course completion and 
retention rates?  What is planned for the next three years? 

 
We have an in-house instructor evaluation form that every teacher in our department passes out at the 
end of each semester. The department chair reviews these evaluations and meets with the instructors to 
discuss strategies for improvement. 
 
We pass out Student Information Sheets at the beginning of each class, surveying our students about 
employment, career goals, background experience, educational objectives, and more. We discuss these 
sheets at our faculty meetings to determine the best ways to help our students succeed. 
 
The Department Chair, along with the rest of department staff and faculty, meets with students who are 
having problems related to instruction, classmates, classrooms, and other related matters. 
 
The three full-time instructors meet regularly with students to advise them on course sequences, 
certificate and degree options, and employment opportunities. 
Chris Grampp: Landscape Architecture degree, Design and Construction degrees and certificates 
Laura Forlin: Parks and Maintenance degree and certificates; Permaculture certificate 
Lawrence Lee: Nursery Management degree and certificates 

 
Our department offers a robust night program (and some weekend classes) to serve students who work 
during the day. Nearly all the classes in all of our degree and certificate programs can be completed at 
night.  
 
-We have put together program completion sequences for all of our degrees and certificates, so that 
students can plan their schedules.  
 
-Our administrative office is open during business hours and for the first 30-60 minutes of evening 
classes, so that students can ask our Staff Assistant questions.  
 
-We actively monitor our Smart Classroom equipment to keep it functioning properly, and train our 
instructors in its use.  
 
-The Landscape Horticulture full-time and adjunct faculty meet each semester to discuss assessment 
findings and strategies for improvement. 
 
-Our department supports instructors, through the use of Perkins funds, in their professional 
development, so that they can stay current in their field. 
 
-All of our course syllabi are easily available to students. We post them on Moodle, and keep copies in 
our main office where they are easily accessible to anyone interested.  
 

x What has the discipline, department, or program done to improve the number of degrees and 
certificates awarded?   Include the number of degrees and certificates awarded by year, for the 
past three years.  What is planned for the next three years? 
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Landscape Horticulture awards, 2012-2105 

 
We maintain a relationship with Merritt Counseling, so that counselors have the latest information on 
any course or curriculum changes. 
 
We publish a brochure, available in our foyer to all students, describing the classes that are necessary for 
degrees and certificates. All of this information is also posted on our webpage.  
 
We hold an annual “Department Night” where we tell students about our awards and the processes 
needed to get them. Merritt counselors often attend this meeting. 
 
The Landscape Horticulture full-time and adjunct faculty meet each semester to discuss ways of helping 
students get awards. The first week of class all instructors explain awards processes to students.  

 
We pass out Student Information Sheets at the beginning of each class, surveying our students about 
employment, career goals, background experience, educational objectives, and more. We discuss these 
sheets at our faculty meetings to determine the best ways to help our students graduate. 

 
The three full-time instructors meet regularly with students to advise them on course sequences, 
certificate and degree options, and employment opportunities. 
Chris Grampp: Landscape Architecture degree, Design and Construction degrees and certificates 
Laura Forlin: Parks and Maintenance degree and certificates; Permaculture certificate 
Lawrence Lee: Nursery Management degree and certificates 

 
Our department offers a robust night program (and some weekend classes) to serve students who work 
during the day. Nearly all the classes in all of our degree and certificate programs can be completed at 
night. We publish a day-night by year class scheduling spreadsheet to help students plan their course 
schedules (see chart below) 
 
We have put together program completion sequences for all of our degrees and certificates, so that 
students can plan their schedules.  
 
Our administrative office is open during business hours and for the first 30-60 minutes of evening 
classes, so that students can ask our Staff Assistant questions.  
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Landscape Horticulture Department Day/Night schedule, 2010-2020, part one 
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Landscape Horticulture Department Day/Night schedule, 2010-2020, part two 

 
 Next Three Years Plan:  

 
We will prepare and hand out a simple document explaining the process of getting an award. Our 
instructors and staff will give this to every student starting in the Spring 2016 semester. 

 
We need to improve access to and communication with Merritt College counseling, since our 
information does not always align with theirs. 

 
We will dispense instructor office hours and contact information more widely.  

 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7.  Human, Technological, and Physical Resources (including equipment and facilities): 
 

x Describe your current level of staff, including full-time and part-time faculty, classified staff, 
and other categories of employment. 
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Full-time faculty headcount  3 
 
Part-time faculty headcount 15-20 (varies depending on our schedule and class sequences) 
 
Total FTEF faculty for the discipline, department, or program: varies; high of 7.5 in 2009, recent low 
of 4.75 in 2011 (due to downturn). Now around 5.2 – 5.6 
 
Full-time/part-time faculty ratio     Fall 2015 semester: 3:15    Spring 2016 semester  3:17 
 
Classified staff headcount 2.5 (1.0 FT Staff assistant, 1.0 FT Project Coordinator, 0.5 Science 
Technician) 
 

   Student Aides: ranges from 2-6 per semester 
 

x Describe your current utilization of facilities and equipment.  
 
We have 7.5 acres, and are fast outgrowing our space. The Landscape Horticulture Department was 
designed and built for a much smaller program, one accommodating around 300 students per 
semester. For at least the past decade we have had 150-200% more enrollments than earlier 
projection. As a result we are constantly squeezing students, staff, supplies, equipment, operations, 
projects, and events into a space that is fast becoming too small. Here are some details on what we 
have and what we need:  
 
Three classrooms. The classrooms meet the needs of all our programs except Landscape 
Architecture (LA). LA has gotten very popular, and the enrollments in the beginning classes often 
exceed the number of drafting stations available. We need a larger design classroom and it needs to 
accommodate drafting station desk..  
 
An administrative office (inner and outer). These are small, but get the job done. We hold meetings 
in classrooms since our offices are not big enough for a conference table. We need a conference 
room not just for department meetings, but for student counseling, administrative conferences, and 
more.  

 
A trailer office for our Project Coordinator and our Science Tech. The trailer represents the 
minimum accommodations for our Project Coordinator and Science Tech staff. There is no restroom, 
internet access is spotty, heat and ventilation is minimal, and storage space is almost non existent. 
We need a bigger trailer with a restroom and better utilities.  
 
Public bathroom facilities. We have restrooms in our classroom area, but badly need them on our 
grounds to serve students working in labs. We rent a Porta-Potty which is very expensive 
($165+/month), and because the District and College refuse to pay for it, we have to pay for it out of 
funds generated through our Plant Sale, an event made possible only by the numerous volunteers 
who help with this event. This does not seem fair to ask students to volunteer hours of work in order 
to generate funds for a commode rental. We request that the College or District pay for the Porta-
Potty.  

 
Six greenhouses (5000 sf total): these structures are basic and out of date. They continually fail us in 
numerous ways: leaks, broken fans and heaters, poor wiring, broken benches, poor irrigation 
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coverage. We need a substantial upgrade to these units, not just the quick fixes we have had to resort 
to until now.  
 
A 5000 sf lath house in our classroom area: this area inside our classroom courtyard was once our 
main growing grounds. It presently serves as an overflow area. We would like to reduced it in size, 
with the extra space allocated to a social area with seating, events, and outdoor classes.  

 
A lath house in our plant propagation and plant sale area: This area, near our trailer, is where we do 
most of our growing, and where we host our plant sale. The area is minimal adequate and needs 
regarding and leveling, upgraded lath and framing structures, better irrigation, and improved paving.  
 
Several demonstration gardens (California Natives, Mediterranean garden, bee garden, permaculture 
hill, two orchards, community vegetable garden, redwood grove, oak woodland, and mushroom 
woodland. As the horticulture profession evolves we need to revise and renovate these gardens and 
add new ones, as they all serve as outdoor lab areas for our students. 
 
Numerous construction projects completed by our LANHT14 Construction class (arbors, paths, 
stairs, fences, paving, walls, water features, seating, gates, and more). Many of these projects are 
decades old and need replacement. Moreover, we need to prepare more of our grounds for new 
projects; this will require clearing, grading, stairs, fencing, drainage, and similar foundational 
improvements’.  
 
Numerous irrigation projects installed by our LANHT17 Irrigation class. The basic layout of our 
facility irrigation is close to 40 years old. We need new mains, backflow upgrades, new smart 
(waterwise) controllers, and thousands of feet of new drip tubing.  

 
A meadow area including paths, paved surfaces, an outdoor kitchen, an oven, tables and chairs, a 
redwood stage, and a view deck, all for outdoor classroom use, community events, college events, 
and general student use. This area is in the initial stages of development, and we need approximately 
$100,000 to bring it to fruition. 
 
A tractor shed: this shed is acceptable at this time. 
 
A tool room: our tool room is adequate, but not sized large enough to accommodate the potential 
growth of our department. There is very little room to add more tools,  create work spaces, and give 
demonstrations to students in our labs. We also need a dedicated space immediately outside the tool 
room where we can stage work projects on a resilient and safe working surface. Presently we don’t 
have this, and have to stage projects and work groups on our driveway, which we share with vehicles 
coming in and out.  
 
A storage shed: this shed is barely adequate in size, construction, flooring, and access. It is little 
more than a piece of rusting tin, and needs replacement.  

 
Lumber and materials racks: these are adequate, but not always easy to access due to their proximity 
to the driveway, to the tall height of the racks, and to the supplies and materials we need to place 
around them due to inadequate storage space. Plus, they are almost full and we have to store excess 
materials in piles adjacent to the racks. 
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Soil bins: these are adequate, but we often have to dump materials in alternate locations due to the 
bins’ limited size. 
 
Propagation benches. These are barely adequate. They are squeezed into a small passageway next to 
our courtyard lath house, and can only accommodate a handful of students at a time. As a result 
Nursery Management students need to spread themselves out in our courtyard, making it hard for 
them to get supplies, and hard for the instructors to work with them in labs. 
 
-A 5000+ volume library: we are proud of our library, which greatly overshadows the horticultural 
offerings in the Merritt College main library. However, we had to take up classroom space (in H108) 
in order to house it. We need a dedicated library space that doesn't infringe on classrooms, and can 
be used without having classes taking place just a few feet away and with no intervening 
soundproofing. The library also houses computers stations for students.  
 
In general, our grounds are a large outdoor classroom/lab. In Land Hort 1 we utilize the grounds to 
demonstrate proper tool usage, maintenance techniques including pruning, planting, weeding, and 
mulching, to study plant anatomy, to study plant propagation techniques, to study soils (physical 
properties, chemical properties, plant species adapted to specific soils), and to study irrigation. In 
Land Hort 13 we utilize the grounds to demonstrate all aspects of woody plant growth and 
development and care, including planting and pruning. In LH 16 we utilize the grounds to perform 
soil investigation, including soil physical and chemical property analysis, water movement in soils, 
and soil plant interactions. In LH 23 we utilize the grounds for all of our plant collections as well as 
designated lab time to provide students an opportunity to interact with plant material to integrate 
terms learned in the course. In LH 2 the grounds are used for many outdoor labs to introduce 
students to tree species. In LH 8 we have used the grounds to demonstrate all the preparation for and 
installation of sod, including grading, and irrigation needed. In LH14 and 17 we use the grounds to 
build landscape structures and irrigate our demonstration gardens. In LH18-22 (design), LH29 
(planting design), LH35A (grading and drainage) we use the grounds for design projects and 
operations. In LH60 we use the grounds for outdoor sketching. In our plant ID classes we use the 
grounds to study plant species and communities. In our Nursery Management classes we use the 
grounds to propagate plants and study greenhouse management and practices. In our LH501 
(community garden) class we grow vegetables for the Clausen House in Oakland. Basically, we 
hardly have a single class in which we don’t use the grounds in one way or another.  

 
x What are your key staffing needs for the next three years? Why?  Please provide evidence to 

support your request such as assessment data, student success data, enrollment data, 
recommendations from your advisory committee, changes in certification requirements, 
and/or other factors. 

 
The staffing needs listed below support the enrollment charts and Taskstream screen shots (and 
accompanying narratives) appearing earlier in this report. Rather than duplicating these charts, I am 
directing the reader to revisit these earlier examples. Our staffing needs directly support the past and 
present program improvements described in these earlier sections.   
 
More lab support. The great majority of our classes have labs, and to run these successfully we need 
up-to-date equipment, a continual inflow of supplies (soil, fertilizer, pots), and more student aides to 
help the instructor set up and break down lab exercises, and monitor student involvement.  Ideally 
we would hire a 20 hour week technician to set up and monitor labs with plant materials other hands 
on teaching. Currently we have 5 student aides to support the in class instructional labs that connect 
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our students to the materials they are studying, as well as support with the outreach the community 
Semi Annual Plant Sale that connects our East Bay community to our students. It is not enough. 

 
More grounds keeping help. The City of Oakland allocates 2-3 acres of park area per maintenance 
worker. We have 7.5 acres, and less than one staff member to take care of it. Due to the educational 
nature of our facility, the District does not provide maintenance services. We need a dedicated 40 
hour week grounds technician to maintain our facility (this in addition to Project Coordinator Molly 
Sealund, and our 50% Science Technician) 
 
More greenhouse support. We need a dedicated half-time worker who can manage our greenhouses, 
and help direct lab exercises taking place there. 
 
Many trees on our facility are reaching maturity and need additional care (our tree collection was 
planted in 1977, and needs more detailed maintenance from licensed arborists).  
 
We need increased student aide support. Student aide positions both offer support for instructors, and 
represent significant learning opportunities for the aides. 
 
We need a professional water audit to identify and replace out dated systems, and update as built 
infrastructure plans. All of the systems documentation is out of date.  
 
We need a computer email program for the department to trial for Alumni outreach and volunteer 
engagement.  

 
x What are your key technological needs for the next three years?  Why?  Please provide 

evidence to support your request such as assessment data, student success data, enrollment 
data, recommendations from your advisory committee, changes in certification requirements, 
and/or other factors. 
 
The technological needs listed below support the enrollment charts and Taskstream screen shots (and 
accompanying narratives) appearing earlier in this report. Rather than duplicating these charts, I am 
directing the reader to revisit these earlier examples. Our staffing needs directly support the past and 
present program improvements described in these earlier sections.   

 
We need updated document cameras. The cameras in the Smart Classroom cabinets are only 
marginally useful. They are not portable, and they only scan an 8-1/2x11 sheet. In our Landscape 
Architecture classes we commonly project sheets larger than 8-1/2x11, and need to use portable 
cameras. Our present cameras are 7 years old and the projected images are diminishing in quality. 
Our evidence for this request includes the inability to project documents bigger than 8-1/2x11 
(nearly all design documents are bigger), and the diminishing quality of the projection (based on 
students telling us they can’t see the images).  

 
We need Moodle training and Taskstream training. We have 15-20 adjuncts in our department, and 
they cannot be counted on to remember how to use Taskstream each year, or longer depending upon 
how often they assess their classes. Our evidence for this need is the fact that our adjuncts are unable 
to navigate Taskstream without assistance. As adjuncts they have other time commitments, and are 
usually not available during the limited number of training sessions. 
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We need financial support to create a master plant database for all our plant ID classes. We have 
thousands of plants in our data bases. Our instructors tell us in their assessments and in faculty 
meetings and in emails that they need to know what plants other instructors are teaching, to avoid 
duplication, and to allow for better class planning. 
 
We need CADD software updates on a regular basis: Vectorworks (latest release), Sketchup Pro 
(latest release), Plant Master (latest release), Adobe Acrobat Pro (latest release), Adobe Photoshop 
Elements (latest release). The evidence for this request is that the licenses expire after a 1, 2 or 3 
year period. We also need Photoshop Elements for design and drawing classes. Our evidence for this 
request comes from our recent AA in Landscape Architecture application to the State of California. 
That application included upwards of thirty job announcements in the Bay Area, every one of which 
specified CAD experience as a necessary qualification.  
 
We need a water wise master clock for irrigation controls. Our evidence for this request is that our 
current controllers, most of which are old, fail on a regular basis, resulting in dead or suffering 
(wilted, leaf drop, browning out) plants. We also need training for staff in irrigation controller 
operation. Our evidence for this request is that some staff members improperly program controllers, 
especially after power failures, resulting in dead or suffering (wilted, leaf drop, browning out) plants.  
 
We need solar panels to generate electricity for our irrigation controllers and our 6 greenhouses. Our 
evidence based on the numerous power failures that wipe our controller programs clean.  
 
We need the ability to provide laptops for our students. Our CADD classes have to be taught on the 
main campus computer labs, where they are far away from the related resources in our department 
that could help our students (books, demonstration materials, design examples, etc.). We would 
much prefer to teach LANHT9 and 34 at our department, and if we had laptops we could do this. 
Our evidence for this request comes from student feedback on our in-house course evaluations, and 
the difficulties our CADD instructors report (to the chair) about the regular pattern of failures in the 
main campus computer labs (lock doors, lights that don’t operate, HVAC systems that chill the 
room, software that won’t load, slow CPUs, and more). 

 
x What are your key facilities needs for the next three years?  Why?  Please provide evidence to 

support your request such as assessment data, student success data, enrollment data, 
recommendations from your advisory committee, changes in certification requirements, 
and/or other factors. 

 
Our grounds are first a 7.5 acre teaching facility – key to our educational mission – and the needs 
listed below support the enrollment charts and Taskstream screen shots (and accompanying 
narratives) appearing earlier in this report. Rather than duplicating these charts, I am directing the 
reader to revisit these earlier examples. Our staffing needs directly support the past and present 
program improvements described in these earlier sections. Please see additional details for this 
section in the section above titled “Describe your current utilization of facilities and equipment.” 

 
We need major regrading, infrastructure (paths, paving, retaining walls, irrigation mains, backflow, a 
water meter, lighting, signage) at our 7.5 acre facility, in order to optimize our use of the space and 
meet student needs. The Landscape Horticulture Department was designed and built for a much 
smaller program, one accommodating around 300 students per semester. For at least the past decade 
we have had 150-200% more enrollments than earlier projection. As a result we are constantly 
squeezing students, staff, supplies, equipment, operations, projects, and events into a space that is 
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fast becoming too small. The evidence for this request comes from tours of our facility by our 
Advisory Committee for the past three years, as well as our own experience. To best serve our 
students we need a facility that is at least as functional and modern as the places the students will 
work, and this need is rarely met.  
 
We need an enlarged design classroom (with new drafting stations, as enrollments in the beginning 
classes often exceed the number of drafting stations available.  
 
We need an administrative meeting room for use by staff and faculty and meetings with visitors. We 
can not rely on scheduling meetings in classrooms at times when there are no classes in session; this 
restriction is too limiting.  

 
We need a larger trailer office for our Project Coordinator and our Science Tech. The trailer should 
have faster internet access, a restroom, better heat and ventilation, better security (the present trailer 
has been broken into, with Molly losing her laptop – it took the college months to replace it), new 
furniture, more space, and better access. 
 
We need restroom facilities in our outdoor classroom/meadow area.  

 
We need complete remodeling for our 6 greenhouses, including all related services therein. Our 
current greenhouses are far out of date and continually failing in one way or another.  
 
We need to remodel the 5000 sf lath house in our classroom area, converting it into an expanded 
propagation area, with opportunities for social activities and outdoor classroom opportunities.  
 
We need to remodel the lath house in our plant propagation and plant sale area, including regrading, 
repaving, new shade structures, new irrigation, better power access, and better vehicle access.  
 
We need to continue to develop our existing demonstration gardens, and add news ones, in order to 
maximize the outdoor learning opportunities for our students, and stay current with garden design 
and management in the horticulture profession.  
 
We need funding for materials and students aides for our LANHT14 (Construction) and LANHT17 
(Irrigation) classes, both of which design and build projects on our grounds (benches, walls, stairs, 
pergolas, fences, paving, lighting, water features, irrigation, and more) 

 
We need a new irrigation infrastructure for our entire facility, including a dedicated water meter, 
new mains, new valves and wiring, new backflow, and smart controllers.  
 
We need to continue to develop our meadow area, including funding for paths, paving, grading, 
lighting, irrigation, seating, walls, stairs, covered structures, and more.  

 
We need to remodel our Tool Room, reconfiguring the cabinets and storage, adding lighting, and 
adding a dedicated hard-surfaced work space directly outside for construction projects. The remodel 
should also include enlarged storage racks for lumber, pipe, and other large items.  

 
We need two large storage sheds to replace the one inadequate existing shed 
 
We need additional soil bins.  
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We need enlarged propagation areas in our courtyard and near our growing grounds.  
 
We need upgraded computer stations for student use in our library 
 
We need a walk-in cooler to store plant samples (we used to have one but it is currently 
disassembled and unusable) 
 
We need funding to map all the utilities and water pipes on our facility.  
 
We need the District or the College to pay the monthly fee (around $165) for our Porta Potty. 

 
 

x Please complete the Comprehensive Instructional 
Program Review Prioritized Resource Requests 
Template included in Appendix A. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
8. Community, Institutional, and Professional Engagement and Partnerships: 
 
 Part A. 

x Discuss how faculty and staff have engaged in institutional efforts such as committees, 
presentations, and departmental activities.  Please list the committees that full-time faculty 
participate in. 
 
Landscape Horticulture faculty and staff have maintained an active presence in college committees 
and general college activities. In addition to serving on committees, we have advised the college and 
district about landscape issues (tree plantings, maintenance, pruning) on numerous occasions, we 
have provided plants for college events and for the college entry along Campus Drive, and we have 
used a number of main campus sites as design projects (the Self Reliant House, the R Building 
Plaza, areas adjacent to the new Science building, and more). Here is a synopsis of our committee 
and college participation:  
 
CHRIS GRAMPP:  (fulltime faculty, department chair) 
• College involvement 
Merritt Technology Committee, 2005-2010 (chair, 2005-09) 
College Council, 2005-2009 
CEMPC, 2009-2014 (co-chair 2012-2014) 
Committee of Department Chairs and Program Directors, (CDCPD), 2010-present 
Merritt College Accreditation Committee: 2011-14 
TRC Chair, Lawrence Lee, 2010-13 
TRC Chair, Laura Forlin, 2013-present 
Fulltime Hiring Committee Chair, Land Hort, 2009 
Fulltime Hiring Committee Chair, Land Hort, 2012 
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Fulltime Staff Assistant Hiring Committee, Land Hort, 2014 
Advisor to the President, Barbara Lee Science Building Landscape, 2013-15 
 
• Landscape Horticulture Department involvement (C. Grampp): 
Landscape Horticulture Department Chair, 2010-present 
Landscape Horticulture Advisory Committee, 2013-present 
Landscape Horticulture Plant Sale volunteer, 2x yearly, 1986-present 
Landscape Horticulture Department Master Planning Committee Chair, 1998-present 
 
MOLLY SEALUND (Project Coordinator, former Science Tech, full time) 
• College involvement: 
Facilities committee Member 2010,  
Classified Senate member 2004 
College Educational Master Planning Committee 2010 
District Health & Safety committee  2012 
District Facilities committee member  2010 

 
• Landscape Horticulture Department involvement:  
Molly was the key staff member directing and implementing the 2014 Meadow Renovation Project, 
where we invested student labs, faculty expertise, and professional contractor to improve on our 
Meadow area. The project included updating the irrigation for the project to reduce the water use 
with the irrigation lab from LH 17; installing gopher wire for the 2000 sq ft meadow to prevent 
critter ruination with student interns; installing drought tolerant sod donated by the Delta Bluegrass 
Company. The area hosts students, clubs, department activities here on the meadow through out the 
year. 

 
Molly has enabled student participation during the semi annual plant sales, scholarship awards 
through the garden clubs that support our department, and producing the 2014 March Field Day 
where we invited students and community to meet and greet Arborists, Tool repair technicians as  
well as Suppliers and Sharpeners to interact and help develop partnerships for employment, and 
training. 
 
LAURA FORLIN (fulltime faculty) 
• College involvement: 
Merritt College Science Building Landscape Advisor  
Student Learning Outcome Assessment Committee (SLOAC) 
 
• Landscape Horticulture Department involvement: 
Faculty Advisor, Landscape Horticulture Pruning Club 
Landscape Horticulture Advisory Committee, 2014-present 
Landscape Horticulture Scholarship Coordinator, 2013-present 
Landscape Horticulture Department Plant Sale volunteer (2x yearly) 
Student Learning Outcome Assessment Committee 
 
MARIL BULL 
• College involvement: 
College Educational Master Planning Committee, 2014-15 
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Advisor to the Office of Instruction and Division 2 Dean, 2010-2015 
College accreditation Committee, 2014-15 
 
• Landscape Horticulture Department involvement: 
Landscape Horticulture Department Plant Sale volunteer (2x yearly) 
(Maril has only worked in the landscape Horticulture Department since Fall, 2014). 
 
ANDERS VIDSTRAND (Science Technician, 50% apt.) 
• Landscape Horticulture Department involvement: 
Landscape Horticulture Department Plant Sale volunteer (2x yearly) 
High school Outreach (with Oakland Unified School District) 
 
LAWRENCE LEE (fulltime faculty) 
• College involvement: 
Student Learning Outcome Assessment Committee (SLOAC) 
 
• Landscape Horticulture Department involvement: 
Landscape Horticulture Advisory Committee 

 Landscape Horticulture Department Plant Sale volunteer (2x yearly)  

 
x Discuss how faculty and staff have engaged in community activities, partnerships and/or 

collaborations. 
 
The Landscape Horticulture Department has built strong ties with numerous community, 
governmental, and public and commercial groups, institutions, and businesses since its inception. 
Currently we maintain associations with the following organizations:  
 
Alameda Country Master Gardeners (we host many of their events) 
American Community Gardening Association (supports our LANHT501 class) 
Association of Professional Landscape Designers (we helped start the East Bay chapter) 
Berkeley Youth Alternatives (field trips, school garden design) 
Blake Estate and Gardens (guest speakers, field trips) 
California Association of Nurserymen (industry liaison) 
California Landscape Contractors Association (guest speakers at our Forum class) 
California Native Plant Society (we hosted their growing grounds for years) 
Children’s Fairyland (we send them interns and take field trips there) 
Clausen House, Oakland (we donate produce we grow in LANHT501) 
College of Marin Environmental Horticulture Program (we help each other support student award 
seekers) 
Delta Bluegrass Company (field trips; Delta donated turf for our meadow project) 
Diablo Firesafe Council (they send guest speakers to our Forum class) 
Dunsmuir Estate (we take many field trips their and help with pruning) 
East Bay Municipal Utilities District (represented on our Advisory Board) 
East Bay Regional Parks District (we host outreach events, and train many of their workers) 
Foothill College Landscape Horticulture Program (liaison with chair regarding curriculum issues) 
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Garden clubs that give us scholarships (Hillside Gardeners of Montclair, Bay Bridges Garden Club, 
Pinole Garden Club, San Leandro Garden Club) 
Garden Conservancy (our faculty speaks at their events) 
Gardens at Oakland’s Lakeside Park (we teach part of our LANHT501 class there) 
International Society of Plant Propagators (membership) 
Irrigation Association (water management consulting) 
Markham Arboretum (field trips, general public visibility) 
Northern California Turf Council (membership, curriculum advice) 
Oakland Parks and Recreation Department (Advisory Committee, department field day events, help 
with placing students in jobs) 
Oakland Unified School District (we consult with them on schoolyard gardens) 
Oakland Zoo (we have designed several projects for the Zoo) 
Richmond Greenwaste Recycle Yard (they are a supplier, we take field trips there, and they are  
members of our Advisory Committee) 
Ruth Bancroft Garden (field trips, help with placing interns, LD Forum presentations) 
Tilden Botanic Garden (field trips, membership, help placing interns) 
UC Berkeley Landscape Architecture Program 
UC Botanic Garden (field trips, membership, help placing interns) 
UC Davis Horticulture Department (curriculum advice, field trips) 
UC Extension Landscape Architecture Program  (curriculum consulting, LD Forum participation) 
 
The nature of our association and collaborations with this group is broad and varied, and includes: 
-landscape design projects 
-pruning projects 
-school garden projects 
-guest speakers 
-field trips 
-water use planning and consultation 
-placing employees 
-placing interns and volunteers 
-announcing community events 
 
 

x Discuss how adjunct faculty members are included in departmental training, discussions, and 
decision-making. 
 
We have department meetings at the beginning of every semester, and staff/faculty meetings 
throughout the entire semester. Adjuncts are always invited and participation is strong. 
 
We send out email notices to all adjunct faculty on a regular basis regarding assessment, census and 
attendance verifications, grades, budgets, our Plant Sale, curriculum, pertinent College news, 
policies, and more.  
 
We conduct workshops showing adjuncts how to access Prompt, and work with Taskstream.  
 
We hold meetings in which the Department Chair reviews Program Reviews and APUs with 
adjuncts to provide an overview on department directions.  
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Part B. 
x What are the job placement rates for your discipline/department/program for the past three 

years? 
 

Nearly 20 of our students have gotten jobs working for landscape architects. This is a significant 
number, since AA degrees in Landscape Architecture are extremely rare (only 5 in the state, none in 
our service area, the closest one – at west Valley College – has trouble granting degrees due to low 
enrollments and class cancellations). Nearly all potential employers are only familiar with BA and 
MLA degrees, but due to our outreach we have been able to connect and help place our students with 
many different employers, including the Trust for Public Land, the City of Pleasanton, ArtTerra (San 
Francisco), David Thorne Landscape Architect, and several more.  
 
We maintain an active job board, consisting of postings by local businesses needing to hire workers, 
and homeowners requesting design, construction, and maintenance services. The chart below, 
prepared by our Staff assistant Maril Bull, tracks the job listings that have come through our 
department in the past year (2014-15). 
 

 
  
As part of pervious Perkins work we have developed an extensive job survey that we intend to send 
out to our current and past students (we have a data base of over 1,000 email addresses collected 
since 2005). The survey will track classes and degrees, salaries, job skills, promotions, and more. 
We are waiting for further Perkins funding to support a final edit and formatting of the survey, send 
it out, and collect and interpret the data (such support was promised several times in the past two 
years but never delivered).  
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x What are the projected job openings in your discipline for the next three years? 
 
Our EDD research shows that there are potentially over 1000 W2 horticulture job openings each 
year in the greater San Francisco Bay Area. Moreover, there is an extensive “cottage industry” in the 
horticulture profession above and beyond the EDD numbers. Our department surveys show that 
approximately 60% of our students are already employed in some manner in horticulture, and are 
taking our classes for career advancement. Of this 60%, over half are self-employed, mostly as 
maintenance gardeners. This number represents over 200 students per semester, students we will 
monitor with the above mentioned survey. 
   

x How is the discipline/department program responding with regard to labor market demand? 
 
We are responding by introducing sustainable and low impact design (LID) factors and technologies 
into our curriculum to help students find jobs in the following areas: 
-Urban Agroecology 
-Water Management 
-Landscape Architecture 
-Nursery growers 
 
We are responding by tracking jobs, helping place students in professional positions, offering our 
newly reformatted LANHT206 Business of Landscape class (taught by Frank Nicolli, business 
owner and former president of the California Landscape Contractors Association – CLCA) 
 
-We are responding by developing an improved database that tracks jobs that come through our job 
boards. maintain a job board 

 
x Do you have an advisory board in place?  Has it met regularly?  Please provide a list of your 

advisory board members and attach agendas and meeting minutes from the past year. 
  
Our Advisory Committee is made up of individuals representing a wide spectrum of the Horticulture 
profession and Industry. The committee meets yearly in April or May up at the Landscape 
Horticulture Department. The current make-up of the committee is:  
 
Chris Grampp, Department Chair and instructor, Landscape Horticulture  
Lawrence Lee, Instructor, Landscape Horticulture Instructor 
Laura Forlin, Landscape Horticulture Department Instructor 
Molly Sealund, Project Coordinator Landscape Horticulture  
Maril Bull (minutes recorder), Landscape Horticulture Staff 
Peter Rosen, California Landscape Contractors Association 
Brad Olsen, Ruth Bancroft Garden  
Scott Somerfield, East Bay Municipal Utilities District 
Tom Nelson, Ace Garden Center, Oakland 
Victoria Rocha, City of Oakland Parks and Recreation 
Stew Winchester, Horticultural Consultant    
Rob Bennaton, University of California Cooperative Extension, Alameda & Contra Costa County 
Director/Bay Area Urban Agriculture Advisor 
Lori Palmquist, Irrigation Consultant, QWEL Instructor 
Mary Fisher, Association of Professional Landscape Designers (APLD) 
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MERRITT COLLEGE 
Minutes of the Landscape Horticulture Advisory Committee Meeting 

Thursday, April 30, 2015 
 
Present: Chris Grampp, Ander Vidstrand, Molly Sealund, Laura Forlin, Lawrence Lee, Peter Rosen, Brad 

Olsen, Rob Bennaton, Scott Summerfield, Stew Winchester, Tora Rocha, Tom Nelson, Mary 
Fisher, Maril M Bull 

 
Guest(s):  
 

DISCUSSION 
ITEM 

DISCUSSION FOLLOW UP/ACTION 
 

Introductions Grampp: Meeting called for CTE 
compliance AND because partner input is 
appreciated. Gave brief history of dept.  
Would especially like input on our need to 
renovate to come up to current standards- 
facility developed in 1970s- need to 
renovate. Only 3 FT instructors and 2.5 
permanent staff. Need to ensure proper 
ratio of faculty/students. Our enrollment 
dropped w/ economy, but now back up to 
800.  Offer 9 degrees and certificates. 
Overview continues with plant sale, 
interns, community involvement, etc. 

 

Announcements, 
comments 

Tora- Oakland Public Works now Oakland 
Parks and Recreation. OPR now requires 
employees to have taken 12 units of 
horticulture  classes. 
Molly on renovation possibilities. How 
community colleges work-  funding for 
ours may have less priority than other 
departments. 
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Open discussion Tom Nelson: kicks off discussion on 
curriculum re-focus from irrigation to 
greywater. We need a greywater class. 
Storage is a big greywater issue. Cannot be 
stored longer than a couple of days. 
Lawrence: Greywater important- what can 
we do to implement courses/program? 
Grampp: ideally 2 types of classes- 1 for 
homeowner, 1 for professional. 
Rocha: OPR only has 12 parks that rely on 
reclaimed water. Even greywater that just 
drains back into land, rather than reused, is 
important- helps aquafer. State mandate 
that you can’t use pop-ups- must be 
underground. 
More education on proper planting, 
placement, realignment of concepts of 
relationship between plants and water. 
EBMUD mandates, recommendations. 
Hiring 11 workers for enforcement. 
 

 

Curriculum 
ideas 

•Class ideas:  Irrigation 
Management/Irrigation Conversion; 
Alternative Water Management- resource 
management and maintenance. 
 
•Grampp: We need instructor possibilities- 
request members present  forward names of 
possible instructors  
 
• Classes in Spanish? Develop 4 week class 
and “How to” guides in Spanish, 
Vietnamese, etc. 
 
Rocha: Emphasizes to administrators need 
for education- “park workers not outdoor 
custodians”. Promoting need for classes to 
ensure program viability. 
Chris: Can members send us “exit skills”- 
required knowledge/skill for job placement. 
Molly: how about fee-based class taught by 
small engine guy who was here for Field 
Day 
Low maintenance landscape class 

 
• Develop curriculum 
 
• Follow up with member on 
possible new instructors 
(Elizabeth Dougherty, Dig coop) 
 
• Rocha suggested Mike De 
Herrera- “brilliant teacher”. 
Chris/dept. should contact him 
510-760-5228 
 
• Follow up with committee 
members 
 
• Explore fee-based 
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Existing 
curriculum 

All classes should discuss water 
management, short and long term solutions. 
Revise historically low-enrolled 
Maintenance class as more of WELO class 
and make required for more certificates. 
 
Revive LH47 Dams to Greywater 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Rewrite? add to schedule? 

Jobs- What are 
the jobs out there? 

Rosen: Very hard to get competent 
workers- even at $25/hr 
Tom: Nursery workers, low pay, takes 
personality/people skills 

 

 

WELO Scott- EBMUD not highlighting WELO 
(Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance). 
Alameda county does not enforce. 
EBMUD offers rebate for greywater 
submeter. 
Chris: teaches WELO. Requires students to 
turn in WELO calculations to pass class. 
How to water to the budget is also 
important. 
How about a “Drought Expo”?  
Fee-based class on rainwater and 
ecological water systems? 
CLCA specializing in drought issues with 
edibles. 

 
 
 
 
 
•Develop and host Drought Expo 
at department. 

Other Items Maintaining connection to community/ 
digital overload 
Kids and school outreach 

 

Adjournment   

 
x Please describe the number of activities and recommendations resulting from advisory 

committee meetings that have occurred in the past three years.  What information was 
presented that required changes to be made to your program? 

 
The Advisory Committee has made the following recommendations:  
 
Include water management strategies in our curriculum to address the effect of drought on the 
Horticulture profession. We are currently undertaking this effort in our landscape design classes, our 
plant ID classes, our Turf class, our irrigation class, our Permaculture classes, and our Intro class.  
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Develop classes in ecological restoration. We are doing this by developing curriculum in our sister 
program, Environmental Management and technology.  
 
Use our facility and name recognition to model sustainable and low-pact design and development for 
the greater East Bay (and beyond) community. We achieved this goal in our Meadow Project 
(drought tolerant turf, low flow irrigation, recycled materials, pervious paving). 
 
Include practical plant merchandising skills into our Nursery Management curriculum. We are 
achieving this goal in our LANHT206 Business of Landscape class. 
 
Develop a new business class. As noted above, we have accomplished this recommendation. The 
class has now run twice and received stellar reviews by students. 
 
We developed March Field Day in response to the recommendation that we needed more tool 
training.  

 
x Does your program require state or national licensing?  Please explain.  What is your licensing 

status? 
 
None of our certificate or degree programs specifically include licensing as an award requirement. 
However, we help train students for positions that can lead to industry certification or State licensing 
in the following instances: 
 
-Landscape Architecture: our AA degree satisfies the minimum education requirement to qualify to 
take the Landscape architecture Licensing Exam (LARE) 
 
-Landscape Contracting: Our Landscape Design And Construction Certificates and AS degree help 
prepare students for C27 Landscape Contractors licensing. 

 
x Do your students participate in third party certifications?  What are their success rates 

(include the # of students, # of certifications, etc.). 
 

We do not track the number of students who take certification exams, as we do not have the means 
or support (in the way of staff and funding) to monitor who takes what exam. Moreover, all of the 
exams listed below require a work internship in addition to classes or degrees, and we cannot 
monitor each students experience subsequent to graduation. Finally, the exams below are quite 
specific in content, and were we to teach to these tests we would need to considerably restructure, 
and in most cases limit,  our course content. Nonetheless we recognize the importance of private 
certification to our students’ professional development, and where ever possible direct class time and 
resources relevant to the licensing area in question: 
 
-Certified Landscape Technician (CLT): our landscape design and construction classes help prepare 
students for the California Landscape Contractors Association sponsored CTL exam.  
 
-California Certified Nursery Professional (CNN): our Nursery Management and Parks & 
Maintenance Certificates and AS degrees help prepare students for the CNN exam. 
 
-Irrigation Association Certification: our Irrigation and Landscape Design classes help prepare 
students for Irrigation Association Certification.  
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-Certified Arborist: our Arboriculture and Pruning classes help prepare students for the International 
Society of Arborists Certified Arborist exam. 

 
x Is your discipline/department/program working with a Deputy Sector Navigator?  If so, in 

which sector?  Briefly describe your discipline/department/program’s work with the Deputy 
Sector Navigator. 
 
NOT APPLICABLE 

 
x In which ways is your discipline/department/program collaborating with other community 

colleges in the region?  What similar programs exist in the surrounding area or nearby 
colleges? 
 
Foothill (Dan Svenson): curriculum, transcript reviews, surveys 
College of Marin: Fernando Agudelo, Dept Chair, and Glenn Keator, Adjunct, are both former 
faculty members at our department. We consult with them about curriculum, transcript reviews, and 
awards.  
Los Posits: Ed Brennan, Los Positas adjunct, is also an adjunct at our department. We consult with 
Ed on curriculum, substitutions/waivers, and related items.  
Diablo Valley College: Stew Winchester, retired DVC adjunct, ahs taught as an adjunct in our 
department for 28 years. We consult with Stew constantly over curriculum, awards, 
substitutions/waivers, plant sale scheduling, and more. Mike Langmoreland, former chair of the 
DVC Landscape Horticulture Department, has also taken classes in our department (Sketchup, 
Landscape Design Forum). We have consulted with him on curriculum and substitutions/waivers.  

 
x Is your discipline/department/program currently participating in any grants?  Please list and 

briefly describe the grant name, granting agency and the goals of the grant as it relates to your 
discipline/department/program. 

 
NOT APPLICABLE 

 
9.  Professional Development: 
 
 

x Please describe the professional development needs of your discipline or department.  Include 
specifics such as training in the use of classroom technology, use of online resources, 
instructional methods, cultural sensitivity, faculty mentoring, etc. 

 
Our faculty needs ongoing training in Taskstream, Curricunet, and Prompt.  
 
Our Staff assistant and Project Coordinators need ongoing training and support in purchasing, 
EPAFs and other budget operations. 
 
We need Perkins funding for: 
-High school outreach 
-Updating our facility master landscape plan 
-Outreach to professional landscape architecture offices 
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-Developing an employment survey and monitoring it over time 
-Supporting continuing education for our faculty 
-Upgrading our document cameras 
-Purchasing design software (Photoshop Elements, Vectorworks, Sketchup Pro) 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
10.  Discipline, Department or Program Goals and Activities: 
 

 
We have stated many of the goals requested in this section previously; please refer back for details. 
 
• Renovate and remodel our 7.5 acre facility in order to accommodate likely enrollment increases and 
program expansion when we return to normal budgetary cycles. Such improvements include an 
additional classroom, a student center and courtyard, a new propagation and growing area, outdoor 
classrooms, staging areas for class labs, and building and planting sites for class labs. We have denoted 
this facility development on a Landscape Horticulture Master Landscape Plan, a document that we 
prepared just before the current economic downturn, when we were able to add classes, degrees, and 
certificates. We have also described these improvement in detail previously in this report, under the 
section titled “What are your key facilities needs for the next three years? “ 
 
• Promote new courses and non-traditional courses with brochures and advertising, to reach out to a 
wider community of potential students. We are currently working on introducing an Introduction to 
Landscape Horticulture class taught in Spanish, to serve the large number of Hispanics in the 
horticulture and landscape contracting trades.  
 
• Increase the computer capabilities of the department in order to offer CAD classes in-house, and make 
computers available for student use. Specifically this request means securing funding to lease 30 laptops. 
 
• Increase funding for laboratory supplies and equipment in order to keep abreast of the latest 
technologies and maintain our reputation as a leader in the landscape horticulture academic community. 
 
• Continue to develop, upgrade, and update our webpage; new students tell us that their first encounter 
with our department was usually through our webpage.  
 
• Collect information on student transfers both in and out of our department, to evaluate enrollment 
trends and student preferences.  
 
• Collect information on job placement and career development from students who have graduated from 
our department. We currently have such a program close to launch.  
 
• Continue to encourage students to complete certificate requirements through faculty out-reach, 
departmental publications, and by making potential employers aware of our training. 
 
• Explore outreach to community organizations for possible internship funding. 
 
• Establish better liaisons with DSPS, EOPS, Counseling, and the Learning Center, to assure that 
students with specific needs are not falling through the cracks. 
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• Increase classified staff from 1.5 Science Technicians to 1 full-time Science Tech and one Facility 
Coordinator in order to better utilize the 7.5 acres as an outdoor learning laboratory, maintain the 
greenhouses, and support our arboretum status. 
 
• continue to monitor student employment, and launch our nearly complete employment survey.  
 
• strive to enact the recommendations of our Advisory Committee in ways that are realistic in the 
Peralta/Merritt context.  
 
 
 

x Then fill out the goal setting template included in Appendix B. which aligns your discipline, 
department or program goals to the college mission statement and goals and the PCCD strategic 
goals and institutional objectives. 
 
The section immediately above, as well as numerous other sections in the report, states our needs. The 
section below simply summarizes and highlights this previous material. For detail, please see the rest of 
this report.  
 
 

x Goal 1.  Curriculum:  insure that courses stay current with professional trends and technologies in 
landscape horticulture and design. 
 
Activities and Rationale: 
-we need funds to revamp and reorganize course outlines in order to stay current with professional 
trends in landscape horticulture and design. 
-we need to stay in touch with our Advisory Committee, and insure that its makeup mirrors the 
professional world for which we are preparing our students.   
-develop an advanced certificate and an AS degree in Permaculture 
-develop a specialty certificate in Arboriculture 
 

x Goal 2.  Assessment: Receive a software package for assessing classes that is more functional, intuitive, 
and less laborious than Taskstream. We are convinced that the major impediment to the recording of 
Taskstream information is the program itself. We feel that most assessment holdups would disappear or 
become greatly minimized were faculty given a simpler and less convoluted program with which to 
work, both in operations and instructions. 
 
Activities and Rationale:  
-we need to provide faculty with on-going training in Taskstream and overall assessment theory. 
-continue to evaluate our instructors on a 3 year cycle. 
-continue to hand out our in-house instructor evaluations at the end of every class. 
 student evaluations of 90% of offered courses each semester. 
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x Goal 3. Instruction: Funding for aides, equipment, office hours, speakers, field trips, and more 
 
Activities and Rationale:  
-we need College funding to hire more student aides to assist with labs, demonstration garden 
development, propagation, and more.  
-we need more College funding than we are getting for equipment and supplies to run our classes (soil, 
fertilizers, tools, and much more) 
-we need funding for document cameras, software, classroom furniture 
-we need to be able to run advanced classes students need for graduation, without arbitrary cancelations. 
 

x Goal 4.  Student Success: Decrease student drops, and increase the number of awards we give out each 
year 
 
Activities and Rationale:  
-we need to intensify our campaign to encourage students to get degrees, and help facilitate the process 
for them. 
-we need class field trip funding and guest speaker funding to broaden educational opportunities for 
students. 
-we need office hour funding for adjuncts (presently most of our instructors receive no pay for holding 
office hours). 
-we need funding for generating written material explaining school and department policies and 
procedures (in a simple direct from that students will actually read) 
-we need to work out bugs in our relationship with Merritt College Counseling, and insure that 
Counseling has access to correct Certificate and Degree requirements.  
-we need funding to support our web page 
 

x Goal 5.  Professional Development, Community, Institutional and Professional Engagement and 
Partnerships: 
 
Activities and Rationale:  
 -we need professional development funds for faculty (to attend conferences, join professional 
organizations, and buy educational materials) 
-we need funds to support community and high school outreach 
-we need funds to conduct professional outreach to professions related to our Program Outcomes 
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Please complete the Comprehensive Instructional 
Program Review Integrated Goal Setting Template 
included in Appendix B. 

 

 
Appendices 

 
 

  Appendix A 
 

CTE Program Review 
Prioritized Resource Requests Summary 

  
College: Merritt 
 
Discipline, Department or Program: Landscape Horticulture 
 
Contact Person:  Chris Grampp 
 
Date:  October 5, 2015 
 
 
Resource Category Description  Priority  

Ranking  
(1 – 5, etc.)  

Estimated Cost Justification 
(page # in the 
program review 
narrative 
report) 

Human Resources:  
Faculty 
 

• Hire 2-3 more adjuncts, and 
increase department FTEF by 
15-25%  

1 $20,000 See staffing  
needs section 

Human Resources: 
Classified 
 

• Fulltime grounders keeper 
• Full-time Science Tech 
• Half time Greenhouse Tech 
 

1 
2 
3 

$75,000 
$75,000 
$37,500 

See staffing 
needs section 

Human Resources: 
Student Workers 
 

• 6-10 student aides per 
semester, with funding from 
the college 

1 
 
 

$12,500 See staffing 
needs section 

Technology 
 

• Web Page support 
• New document cameras 

1 
2 

$1,500 
$2,000 

See technology 
needs section 
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• Software (Vectorworks, 
Sketchup Pro, Photoshop 
Elements, Adobe PDF) 

3 
 

$2,500 

Equipment 
 

• General tool refresh 
• Ecopack tools (battery op) 
• Chipper (for making mulch) 
• Walk-In cooler 
• Tissue culture lab 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

$10,000 
 

See facilities 
needs section 

Supplies 
 

• Soil, Fertilizer, Mulch 
• Construction & irrigation  
supplies 
• Plants for labs and demo 
gardens 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 

$8,500 
$7,500 
$6,500 

See facilities 
needs section 

Facilities 
 

• District or College pays for 
our Porta-Potty 
• Greenhouse renovations 
• Irrigation renovations 
• Demonstration garden 
development 
• Completion of our meadow 
project 
• Bigger trailer for our 
Program Coordinator and 
Science Tech 
• Fence and gate replacement 
 

1 
 
2 
3 
4 
 
5 
 
6 
 
 
7 

$2050 
 
$5,000 – 30,000 
$16,000 
$8,500 
 
$25,000 
 
$4,000 (yearly 
lease) 
 
$5,000-20,000 

See facilities 
needs section 

Professional 
Development 
 

• Taskstream training 
• Funding for instructor 
professional development 

1 
2 

$2,500 
$4,500 

See professional 
development 
needs section 

Other (specify) 
 

• Funding for employment 
survey  
• Funding for professional 
outreach 
• Pickup truck for materials 
delivery 

1 
 
2 

$5,000 
 
$2,000 
 
per current cost 

See professional 
development 
needs section 
 
Truck: see 
facilities needs 
section 
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Appendix B 
 
 

PCCD Program Review  
Alignment of Goals Template 

 
College:  Merritt 
 
Discipline, Department or Program:  Landscape Horticulture 
 
Contact Person:  Chris Grampp 
 
Date:  October 5, 2015 

 
 
 

Discipline, Department or 
Program Goal  

College Goal 
(From the Merritt Mission 

Statement) 

PCCD Goal and 
Institutional Objective  

1.   Full-time groundskeeper 
 
 

We strive to create a student-
centered learning environment 
that leads to student retention, 
persistence and success. 
 

Develop Resources to Advance 
& Sustain Mission 
 
Build Programs of Distinction 
 

2.  Upgrade ½ time Science Tech to 
fulltime. 
 
 

We strive to create a student-
centered learning environment 
that leads to student retention, 
persistence and success. 
 

Develop Resources to Advance 
& Sustain Mission 
 
Build Programs of Distinction 

3.  Supplies for classes 
 
 

We provide challenging and 
rigorous learning experiences 
that support the academic and 
personal success of our 
students. 
 

Build Programs of Distinction 
 
 

4.  Student aides 
 

enhance the quality of life in 
the communities we serve by 
helping students to attain 
knowledge 
 
 

Advance Student Access, 
Success & Equity 
 

5.  Employment survey 
 
 

develop the appreciation, 
attitudes and values needed to 
succeed and participate 
responsibly in a democratic 

Engage our Communities & 
Partners 
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society and a global economy. 
 

6. Web Page support 
 
 
 

We strive to create a student-
centered learning environment 
that leads to student retention, 
persistence and success. 
 

Create a Culture of Innovation 
& Collaboration, Advance 
Student Access, Success & 
Equity 
 

7.  Porta-Potty funding 
 
 

We genuinely care about every 
member of our campus 
community. 

Develop Resources to Advance 
& Sustain Mission, 

8. Completion of meadow project 
 
 
 

 Advance Student Access, 
Success & Equity, Engage our 
Communities & Partners, Build 
Programs of Distinction, Create 
a Culture of Innovation & 
Collaboration, Develop 
Resources to Advance & 
Sustain Mission 

 
 
 

Appendix C 
 

Program Review Validation Form and Signature Page 
 

College: Merritt 
 
Discipline, Department or Program: Landscape Horticulture 
 
 
Part I.  Overall Assessment of the Program Review Report 
Review Criteria Comments:   

Explanation if the box is not checked 
 
 
1.  The narrative information is complete and all 
elements of the program review are addressed. 
 
 
 
2.  The analysis of data is thorough. 
 
 
 

See attached. 
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3.  Conclusions and recommendations are well-
substantiated and relate to the analysis of the data. 
 
 
 
4.  Discipline, department or program planning 
goals are articulated in the report.  The goals 
address noted areas of concern. 
 
 
 
5. The resource requests are connected to the 
discipline, department or program planning goals 
and are aligned to the college goals. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 





Q1: Please select the program you are reviewing: LANHT

Q2: Name of Reviewer Antrobus

Q3: Is the narrative information complete and all
elements of the program review are addressed? (Q.1)

Complete,

COMMENTS
Very thorough narrative that gave an excellent
overview of the program and highlighted the needs of
the program

Q4: Is the analysis of data thorough? (Q.2) Complete

Q5: Are the conclusions and recommendations well-
substantiated and relate to the analysis of the data? (Q3)

Complete

Q6: Are the discipline, department or program planning
goals articulated in the report with the goals addressed
noted with areas of concern? (Q.4)

Complete

Q7: Are the resource requests connected to the
discipline, department or program planning goals and
aligned with the college goals? (Q.5)

Complete

Q8: What rating do you recommend? Accepted ,

COMMENTS Fully completed report

COMPLETECOMPLETE
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